This is a weighty volume of nearly 600 pages. Just over one third of the book concentrates on the general features of sensors and the underlying physics and electrical/electronic theory including noise and amplifiers. There are 25 short appendices covering assorted topics including chemical symbols, SI multiples, derivatives of SI units, cell characteristics, physical constants and thermocouples for very high and very low temperatures. The remaining 305 pages are divided into 12 chapters, each devoted to a different type of measurement.
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In his preface the author states: "This volume covers many modern sensors and detectors. It is clear that one book cannot embrace the whole variety of sensors and their applications, even if is called something like The Encyclopaedia of Sensors. This is a different book, and the author's task was much less ambitious. Here, an attempt has been made to generate a reference text that could be used by students, researchers interested in modern instrumentation (applied physicists and engineers), sensor designers, application engineers, and technicians whose job it is to understand, select, and/or design sensors for practical systems."
The remit the author has set for himself is quite challenging, especially considering the wide range of sensors described. To consider the chapter on pressure sensors as an example; it commences with a consideration of the concept of pressure, and units of pressure. Differentiating one sensor type from another is not always easy, but about eleven different sensors are then described, some quite briefly and others at length. The mercury pressure sensor, for example is described in less than half a page, while piezoresistive sensors have five pages. The general approach is that each sensor is described, equations are produced showing how the sensor output depends on the measured quantity and shortcomings of the sensor are listed. The potential accuracy is not considered, and that may be seen as a potential shortcoming of the book.
The book commences with a chapter on date acquisition. This chapter is a general introduction to sensors and sensor systems. Taking a concept car as a study, it briefly considers sensors as they are used in many cars today, and the potential for future development; drowsiness sensors for example. The central computer is part of the system. In the following chapter the characteristics of sensors are described in greater detail starting with the concept of a transfer function and then looking at features that affect the transfer function. Errors and accuracy are considered in a generic fashion.
Further chapters in the early part of the book reflect the interdisciplinary nature of sensors, bringing together in one unified presentation the basic concepts of several different disciplines; Electrostatics and magnetism, electronic components and their limitations, acoustics, optics and dynamics. Physics for sensors includes the piezoelectric effect, Hall effect, pyroelectric effect and the Seebeck and Peltier effects. These sections form a useful reference generally at an introductory level.
Electronics systems used in signal conditioning and processing are dealt with at some length, to a surprising depth in some placesthe equivalent circuit of a capacitor, for example. There is a consideration of noise and methods of reducing its effect, amplifiers for instrumentation system, current to voltage and voltage to current conversion, bridges and a range of oscillators. Analogue to digital conversion is described, but there is little said about sampling and digital processing.
In its title the book claims to provide information on modern sensors, so it is appropriate to examine this aspect of its coverage. The author correctly states that there has been little change in the basic laws of nature used in sensors, but says he has removed some less important and nonsensical designs while revising the description of practical designs and examining in greater detail recent advances. He specifically mentions MEMS (Micro-electromechanical systems) and MEOMS (Micro-electro-mechanicaloptical systems). He has introduced these topics in the pleasing way of integrating them into the relevant chapters. For example, in considering sensors for Position, Displacement and Level, and within the section Hall effect sensors the concept of fabricating a bridge of four sensors onto a single chip and packaging them as an 8 pin small outline integrated circuit is described.
The book has a final chapter that covers sensor materials and technologies. Within the chapter consideration is given to silicon as a sensing material, to plastics, metals ceramics and glass. Surface processing is treated briefly and nano-technology is introduced in the context of microsystem technologies, including MEMS and MEOMS.
The book is undoubtedly useful as a source of reference. The large number of sensors described in it, and the consideration of underlying principles of operation should help people searching for solutions to measurement problems to identify potential sensors, so they are then able to look elsewhere for more detailed information on accuracy, robustness, response times and related practical issues.
Allan Hobson School of Engineering Liverpool John Moores University
Byrom street Liverpool L3 3AF (UK) 'Internet and Personal Computing Fads' is an extremely pleasant read, as it provides a straightforward synopsis of some of the major developments and innovations during the period of the Internet Revolution. It is a collection of buzzwords, jargon and computer geek speak which are defined, explained and demystified for the lay reader.
Over its 210 pages the book presents in excess of 100 entries, starting with "Acceptable Use Policy". Moving through "E-mail", on to "Netiquette", "Spamming" and concluding with "Y2K". Each item is presented in a clear and concise manner, with an opening statement defining the item, before it is put into historical and cultural context. In many examples appropriate facts, stories or anecdotes are given to bring life to this mystical view of techno babble. Each section concludes with a short bibliography of both paper and web-based material.
The book provided for this review was a paperback edition (priced $15.95) although there is a hardback version available (priced $39.95 
